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Abstract. This is an overview that aims to help statisticians access interesting 
problems developing in the biologicial literature on estimating and evaluating phyloge-
netic trees. 
Key words. Phylogeny, DNA, tree, parsimony, bootstrap, cladistics, molecular 
evolution, systematics. 
Introduction . "Tree representation" of biological families predates 
Darwin's theory of evolution, although the latter gave them a true explana-
tory justification. At each branch of the "tree" are situated separation 
events that split orders/families/genera/species. For example, the figure 
below shows a classification by Haeckel, 1870. 
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Neighbors on the tree share the same ancestor. Characters that are de-
rived from this common ancestry are called homologous. Many geneticists 
doing popluation studies replace homology by Identity by Descent (IBD). 
This concept is important and means that neighbors on the tree or clades 
have more than just similarities in common. 
For over 200 years biologists have built trees to classify their species 
based on morphological 1 data. More recently the explosion of genetic 
data available through molecular biology has made tree-building even more 
popular. This presentation aims to interest statisticians in bringing their 
know-how to some of the open issues that currently fill the biological liter-
ature. There is a great deal of polemics, much of it statistical in nature. 
Problems include 
• A parametric versus nonparametric controversy. 
• Choice of how to code characters. Is one categorical character 
preferable to several binary ones? 
• Should certain characters suspected of conflicting with the tree 
structure be down-weighted? 
• Which validation techniques should be used? (This entails recourse 
to confidence regions and conditional testing). 
• Which parameterizations of the problem have the most desirable 
statistical properties, consistency, identifiability, robustness ? 
• Combining information from different genes, or possibly what the 
biologists call gene trees, to build overall species trees. 
• How should prior information on the species be incorporated into 
the analysis ?(This can translated into the Bayesian dilemma). 
There are many obstacles to reading literature from a new field. Sur-
prisingly, the most difficult hurdles may not be the new words encountered 
here but the 'faux amis'-the old friends (statistical. terms) with new mean-
ings. 
I will document these below. Here are a few examples I had difficulties 
with: 
1data about presence absence of wings, sepals, hair, nodules, ... 
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Biological articles Standard Statistical Terminology 
inferring phylogenies for estimating phylogenies 
biased for systematically wrong 
consistent for robust 
consistency for an iterative limit 
statistical power for efficient 
repeatability for 
transition for 
substitution model for transition matrix 
independence for conditional independence 
jackknife for cross-validation 
statistical method for parametric method 
likelihood for probability 
statistician for philosopher 
Statisticians interested in more details about molecular evolution will 
find Li (1997), [35] a rewarding investment, it explains clearly many aspects 
of the problem I have chosen to ignore here. There is a collection of chapters 
on the subject in Hillis et al. (1996) [32] which bas the merit and handicap 
of attempting to be exhaustive. 
A review written for statisticians 15 years ago can be found in Felsen-
stein (1983) [21], his programs are publicly available in phylip [22]. I will 
start my review as he did by defining phylogenies and the data used, there 
our paths separate. Section 3 presents a translation of the problem in sta-
tistical terms. Section 4 presents the three main families of tree-building 
methods: maximum likelihood, distance-based methods and maximum par-
simony. Section 5 attempts to outline some of the sources of trouble in the 
procedures, and why 20 years after this field of research began, four special-
ized journals and hundreds of books later, no agreement has been reached, 
either on which method is better or how sure one is of the answer the 
methods provide. 
Statisticians do have tools for comparing methods and Section 6 re-
views some of the qualities of the various methods as measured with these 
statistical yardsticks. Section 7 presents methods for evaluating a tree, 
once it has been estimated. This is a confidence region type question but 
in a space with neither a natural distance nor a natural probability mea-
sure. The bootstrap is the most popular method among biologists and we 
will try and underline some of its features and drawbacks in this context. 
Finally we will propose some more exploratory indices for evaluating how 
tree-like the data are in order to provide a scale of plausible error for the 
trees. 
The appendix contains a series of exemplary runs of various freely 
available programs that can be easily downloaded from the net. Practically 
minded statisticans may benefit from consulting it first, to get an idea of 
what the outputs look like. 
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1. What is a phylogeny ? . From a mathematical point of view a 
phylogeny is a rooted binary tree with labeled leaves. 
The four following graphs represent the same phylogenetic tree: 
1 2 3 
R 
These trees are said to represent the same topology. 
Here are the three possible distinct binary topologies with 3 leaves: 
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1 2 3 2 1 
Unrooted trees are graphs of which all N - 2 inner vertices (nodes) 
are of degree 3, and theN outer vertices (leaves), of degree 1, are labeled. 
The number of unrooted leaf-labelled trees with N leaves is known 
since Shroder, 1870 [45] to be : 
( _ ) ( _ ) ( _ ) _ (2(N -1))! _ ( _ )" 2N 5 X 2N 7 X 2N 9 ... X 3- 2N-1 (N- 1)! - 2N 5 .. 
As there are 2N - 3 possible branches on which to place the root the 
number of rooted leaf-labelled trees is: (2N- 3)!!. 
For N = 10 there are 2, 027,025 unrooted trees and 34,459,425 rooted 
ones. These numbers grow rapidly. Using Stirling's formula, we have an 
asymptotic approximation 
This tells us that for N = 20 there are around (2.1020 ) unrooted and .81022 
rooted topologies to choose from. Even if there is a lot of data, we can see 
that the choice is going to need some more outside information. We will 
develop this problem in section 6. 
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Many useful facts about such trees can be gleaned in books on graph 
theory and combinatorics, Stanley (1996) is particularly useful. It contains 
an elegant proof of Schroder's formula. 
The leaves of these phylogenetic trees (called trees hereon) are called 
Operationel Taxonomic Units or OTU's by the biologists and called 
simply units below they can be: 
• genes2 , for instance hemoglobins were some of the first to be se-
quenced and used for phylogenetic purposes. 
• individuals, represented by part of their genome. They are usually 
from within a population and can actually be connected by classical 
family relations. 
• populations from within the same species but from different areas. 
• species of which there is usually one representing sequence from a 
particular individual. 
• families or larger classes of species. 
The data I have seen up to now usually has the following features: 
• The leaves are all contemporaries. 3 This is why the trees are rep-
resented with the leaves all falling level 'on the ground level' as 
indicated by the left-hand tree rather than a more mathematical 
representation which would inspire the right hand figure[lO]. 
2 
• Up to now sequencing has been slow and phylogenetic studies con-
centrated on relating species using one representative unit. With 
the rapid growth of PCR4 [32] usage, data will be so abundant that 
it will be possible to study conjointly whole samples of sequences 
from different individuals of a same species, thus introducing in-
teresting statistical information on variablitiy. 
• Usually it is the topology that is essential. The units (OTU's) 
are the only parts that are observed, the internal nodes have to 
be guessed at. (They are the ancestors, and they are the part of 
the tree that inspired the term inferred.) However, as we shall 
see later, the estimated tree is often augmented by branch-lengths. 
2segment of DNA that codes for a polypeptide chain or speifies a functional RNA 
molecule, see Li, 1997,page 9,[35] 
3Excepting for paleontological data. 
4Polymerase Chain Reaction 
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These present additional subtleties in the evaluation of the quality 
of the estimated tree. 
• A final point about tree representation. Although phylogeny is dif-
ferent from cluster analysis as used in the psychometric literature 
for instance, for those who have already encountered it, another 
representation of trees will be familiar: 
0 I1 I2 
This seems to be used by the supporters of punctuated equilib-
rium (evolution by crises) as opposed to the gradualist point of 
view. 
2. What are the data from which the trees are built?. We will 
suppose that we want to study N units, this number of species or genes 
studied at the same time is usually between 10 and 50. 
In all that follows I will specialize my examples to molecular data, 
either amino acids or nucleotides obtained sometimes from fragments, re-
striction sites, or whole DNA/RNA sequences5 . 
The first part of the analysis consists of alignment of the sequences. 
The only remark I will make here about alignment has to do with a certain 
lack of coherence that seems to perpetuate between the methods chosen 
to "align" the sequences and methods that are used later on to actually 
build the tree, I will come back to this in the conclusion. A method that 
would improve the coherence of the methodology would allow simultaneous 
alignment and tree-fitting, For recent work see Schwikowski and Vingron 
(1996), W. Wheeler(????). 
For the time being I will consider that we are given sequences in which 
gaps have been inserted to enhance their alignment so that a typical se-
quence looks something like: 
5 For detailed technical explanations see Li ,1997 [35] or Hillis et al, 1996 [32] 
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VVi 
Zma1 
Zma2 
Hvu1 
Hvu2 
Hvu3 
Tae 
Osa1 
Osa2 
Ath 
Psa 
Fan 
Tre 
Stu 
Pgl 
Phy 
Pde 
Pta 
Fra 
Mal 
Lye 
21 383 
M-SGTAGQVICCKAAVAWEAGKPLVIEEVEVAPPQAMEVRLKILYTSLCH 
M--ATAGKVIKCKAAVAWEAGKPLSIEEVEVAPPQAMEVRVKILFTSLCH 
M--ATAGKVIKCRAAVTWEAGKPLSIEEVEVAPPQAMEVRIKILYTALCH 
M--ATAGKVIKCKAAVAWEAGKPLTMEEVEVAPPQAMEVRVKILFTSLCH 
M--ATAGKVIKCKAAVAWEAGKPLSMEEVEDAPPQAMEVRDKILYTALCH 
M--A~AGKVIKCKAAVAWEAGKPLSIEEVEVAPPQAMEVRVKILYTALCH 
M--ATAGKVIECKAAVAWEAGKPLSIEEVEVAPPHAMEVRVKILYTALCH 
M--ATAGKVIKCKAAVAWEAGKPLSIEEVEVA--KEMEVRVKILFTSLCH 
M--AT-GKVIKCKAAVAWEAGEALSIEEVEVAPPQRMEVRVKILYTALCH 
M-S-TTGQIIRCKAAVAWEAGKPLVIEEVEVAPPQKHEVRIKILFTSLCH 
M-SNTVGQIIKCRAAVAWEAGKPLVIEEVEVAPPQAGEVRLKILFTSLCH 
M-SSTEGKVICCRAAVAWEAGKPLVIEEVEVAPPHPNVVRVKILYTSLCH 
M-SNTAGQVIKCRAAVAWEAGKPLVIEEVEVAPPQAGEVRLKILFTSLCH 
M-STTVGQVIRCKAAVAWEAGKPLVMEEVDVAPPQKMEVRLKILYTSLCH 
M-A-TAGKVIKCKAAVAWEAGKPLSIEEVEVAPPQAMEVRVKILYTSLCH 
MSSNTAGQVIRCKAAVAWEAGKPLVIEEVEVAPPQKMEVRLKILFTSLCH 
M-SSTVGKVIRCKAAVAWEAAKPLSIEEVEVAPPQANEVRLRILFTSLCH 
MASSTAGQVIKCKAAVAWAAGEPLKIEEVEVAPPQAMEVRVKIHYTALCH 
M-SSTEGKVICCRAAVAWEAGKPLVIEEVEVAPPQANVVRVKILYTSLCH 
M-SNTAGQVIRCRAAVAWEAGKPLVIEEVEVAPPQANEVRIKILFTSLCH 
M-STTVGQVIRCKAAVAWEAGKPLVMEEVDVAPPQKMEVRLKILYTSLCH 
This table is a subset of a larger data matrix that was downloaded from 
GENBANK. It was originally submitted by Yokoyama (1995)[50) for all the 
sequences except Vitis Vinifera which comes from Sarni-Manchado et 
al.(1997) [43) and is from an adh gene. 
The first two numbers indicate the dimensions of the data matrix X. 
the first number here is 21 because there are N = 21 species being stud-
ied, the second integer indicates that there are k = 383 characters. (they 
represent either one of the 20 amino-acids or an insertion '-'). 
To close this paragraph on the data it is worth noting that the actual 
tree-building analysis will be run on different subsets of the data depending 
on which of the three classes of methods is used to build the tree. 
For maximum likelihood, the complete matrix of sequences are used 
as even columns with no difference at all between the units contain infor-
mation on the relative frequency of various characters. 
On the other hand, parsimony methods only use 'informative' columns, 
(for a complete definition see Li(1997)[35), page 113), suffice it to say here 
that informative sites are those that enable differentiation between possible 
trees, in particular either monotypical sites, or sites that have all the same 
value except for one unit are not informative and so are left out of the data 
set. 
Distance methods have an in-between strategy, in a first step all the 
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data are processed to estimate the relevant parameters for the distance 
formula, then the distances are computed between units, and it is only the 
distance matrix that is used after that. 
Other types of data used for tree building instead of DNA sequences 
these can be either presence/absence of characters coded in binary and 
morphological characters coded as categorical data. Gene frequency data 
were used, but recent molecular studies at a more precise scale seem to 
have replaced them. 
At least one of the taxonomic units has a special function. For a 
statistician it would be seen as a simple outlier: the biologists voluntarily 
include what they call an out group in order to locate the root of the tree. 
The root is situated by creating an unrooted tree and the edge that joins 
the outgroup to the other species will be the support for the root. This is 
a clever use of prior information that simplifies the problem considerably, 
(by a factor of (2N- 3)). What is less obvious to the outsider is why, 
once the root's position is decided upon, the biologists keep the outgroup 
in the data set -it seems to distort the image of the closer group (called 
the ingroup), in fact outgroups also provide information on the root's 
characters, and so on the ancestral states of the character. This seems 
to be a security check, if in fact the outgroups become misplaced or lost 
in the tree, then there are signs of trouble.Many methods have trouble 
as soon as 2 very different outgroups are present (this is named the long 
branch attraction problem), just as in regression two opposite outliers 
can completely redefine the regression line. 
ln fact molecular data from one particular gene will only provide in-
formation about a certain 'gene tree' and not necessarily about the more 
general unit (such as the whole species). Combining information from all 
these different gene trees remains an interesting statistical open problem 
that could be addressed with conjoint methods such as those developed by 
Escoufier et al. (1994)[34] or by meta-analysis type methods. Some work 
has been started on the subject by Doyle (1992)[11] and more recently Page 
and Charleston(1997)[39]. 
2.1. What are molecular-based phylogenies used for ? . Lists 
of possible answers as extracted from Hillis et al. 1996,[32] include gene 
evolution, population subdivision, analysis of mating systems and heterozy-
gosity, paternity testing, as well as studies of individual relatedness, geo-
graphic variation, hybridization, species boundaries. Details of these can 
be found in the useful textbooks : Li (1997)[35],Hillis et al. (1996)[32] 
Comparative methods such as those explained in Harvey and Pagel 
(1993) [30] also use phylogenies along with other possibly quantitative in-
formation. 
Many modern genetical studies aimed at mapping diseases use the 
notion of identity by descent, this is the same as homology in the case of 
a study restricted to a small population of individuals for which gene trees 
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are constructed. Thus information about relationships between far cousins 
can enhance understanding of homologies. 
3. Statistical translation of the problem. All tree-building meth-
ods are based on the assumption that an evolutionary tree is a relevant 
representation of the data, this is an assumption that we will need to make 
more precise as we advance. 
The first goal is estimation producing a tree T on the basis of a data 
matrix XNxk that estimates an unknown true tree T. This is strangely 
called an inference problem by biologists whereas the statisticians would 
call it an estimation problem. 
The second goal is to provide a confidence statement to associate to 
the estimator T. Currently this is done most often by bootstrapping-type 
methods that we summarize in section 6. Although definitely related to 
branch lengths, this aspect of the tree receives less attention, since most 
goals of phylogeny seem to be more qualitative than quantitative. 
There are three main schools of tree-building methods: 
• Maximum likelihood methods. 
• Distance methods. 
• Maximum parsimony methods. 
From a statistical viewpoint these methods can be understood as being 
ordered by the dimension of the underlying parameter space: 
• Maximum likelihood uses a parametric model containing from 1 
to 12 parameters for the substitution rates and usually (N - 2) 
parameters for the branching times. (See section 4 for a detailed 
description of the method.) 
• Distance based methods use the same parametric model for the 
substitutions and deduce from these rates 'evolutionary' distances 
between units. The distance matrix is then analyzed by hierarchi-
cal clustering type methods such as neighbor-joining (single linkage 
clustering) or unweighted pair-group with arithmetic mean (aver-
age clustering). Distance-based methods can be seen as intermedi-
ary containing both parametric and non parametric components. 
• As we will see shortly, basic maximum parsimony methods are 
actually based on building a binary Steiner tree with regards to 
Hamming distance. They are non parametric methods where the 
main assumptions are : 
The existence of a true evolutionary tree. 
- The independence of characters (columns of the X matrix). 
- Comparable substitution rates across characters. 
Connections between the methods follows from recent work of Thffiey and 
Steel (1997)[48] who show that when the number of parameters in the model 
is increased to incorporate different mutation rates along sites and different 
rates along branches the maximum likelihood method becomes equivalent 
to the maximum parsimony method. As the number of parameters becomes 
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larger than the number of estimates that the data can usefully provide, the 
model passes the limit of a parametric model and becomes non parametric. 
4. The Tree-building Methods. Here I will give a brief introduc-
tion to the three main families of tree-building techniques, details may be 
found in Li (1997) [35] for instance. Distance-based methods and maxi-
mum likelihood use a special model for describing the process by which 
changes between sequences occur. This is the substitution model that I 
will describe first. 
4.1. The substitution model. In order to be more precise I will 
only show the case where the data are DNA nucleotides: purines ('A', 
'G') and pyrimidines ('T', 'C'). The simplest model is called the Jukes-
Cantor model and supposes that any change of the nucleotides occurs at 
the same rate, the rate matrix Q is of the form: 
A T c G 
A 1- 3o: 0: 0: 0: 
Q= T 0: 1- 3o: 0: 0: 
c 0: 0: 1- 3o: 0: 
G 0: 0: 0: 1- 3o: 
The full model 12 parameter model is of the form 
A T c G 
A 0:1,2 0:1,3 0:1,4 
Q= T 0:2,1 a2,3 0:2,4 
c 0:3,1 0:3,2 0:3,4 
G 0:4,1 0:4,2 G"4,3 
Where the diagonals are such that the matrix is doubly stochastic. 
The substitution matrix gives the probability of the change of a nu-
cleotide during a time t as: 
P(t) = eQt 
In the case of the amino acids we would have bigger matrics (20 x 20 
instead of 4 x 4), but most of the other computations carry through. 
4.2. Distance based methods. These methods are probably the 
most familiar to statisticans having some knowledge about cluster analysis, 
of which they are a variant. 
First a distance matrix is constructed between the N units in some way. 
These distances are supposed to estimate the unknown 'true evolutionary' 
distances as they would be measured along the true unknown tree T. 
For the Jukes-Cantor model which assumes equal rates of substitution 
between all base pairs 
3 4 #AA #CC #GG #TT 
dxy = -4log(1- 3(1- (-k- + -k- + -k- + -k-))) 
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where k denotes the number of characters (columns) in the data matrix. 
Once the distances are decided upon, the parametric model is dropped 
and a clustering technique such as hierarchical clustering with average 
groups is used to find the tree. 
It seems that this method has become the least popular among biolo-
gists. Those who don't believe in the parametric substitution models don't 
use it because of the assumptions underlying the distance computations 
and those who don't trust heuristic tree-building algorithms don't use it 
because of the tree-building phase. Historically it was the first method 
available on the computer, and people still use it for reasons of computa-
tional ease. 
Remarks: 
If we knew the true evolutionary distances between species, we could build 
an additive tree that reproduced the distances along the tree in a unique 
way. 
a 
b 
D 
I will recall a few definitions here, that of additivity: 
A distance d is said additive if for every 4-tuple 
that means that one of the two sums is minimum and the other two are 
equal. Notice that this is not the same as the ultrametric property which 
says that for any three points: A,B,C: 
If the distances obey the ultrametric property we can be insured that 
the distances can be fit to a binary tree with leaves equally distant from 
the root, unfortunately real distances computed from data never obey this 
property. 
We will give details later in section 5, but additivity is destroyed by: 
• Homoplasy (reversal, parallelism and convergence) which is caused 
by superimposed changes. 
• An uneven distribution of change rates. 
• Measurement error. 
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• Paralogous sequences6 . 
Some distances are obtained directly by hybridization techniques, we 
will not include these here. We concentrate on distances that are computed 
from substitution models such as Jukes and Cantor's one-parameter model, 
Kimura's two-parameter model, or even the complex 12-parameter model 
for the substitution matrices. 
From these models estimates of differences between sequences are com-
puted from the frequencies of various changes in the sequences. 
4.3. Parsimony Method. The foundations of this method have been 
long discussed as always with heuristic non parametric procedures, a de-
tailed account can be found in Farris (1983) [19]. "minimize requirements 
of ad hoc hypotheses of homoplasy7". In some way, to understand these 
methods, homoplasies could be compared to residuals in a regression setup. 
Roughly this method can be seen as based on the assumption that 
'evolution is parsimonious' which means that there should be no more evo-
lutionary steps than necessary. Thus the best trees are the ones that min-
imize the number of changes between ancestors and descendants. We will 
see that under the assumption of independence of each of the characters, 
this has a clear combinatorial translation. 
4.3.1. The parsimony Tree as a Combinatorial Problem. We 
will only consider the construction of unrooted parsimony trees for the time 
being. As we saw in the section on data, the rooting of the tree is done 
before the construction of the unrooted tree. 
Recall that Hamming distance between two units is the number of 
changes needed to bring one to the other, this assumes that all changes in 
a categorical character are counted as one step. 
dH(AACTGGG,AACTGGC) = dH(AACTGGG,AACTGGA) = 1 
Here, given N points in a metric space, the Steiner problem [27] is the 
shortest tree connecting the N points where one is allowed to add extra 
vertices. Thus, with 4 points arranged at the vertices of a unit square; one 
would add a fifth pointin the center to form the Steiner tree. 
Here is an example of the minimum spanning tree of the 4 vertices on 
a rectangle, and then the minimal binary Steiner tree. 
6 Consequences of lineages being created separately after a gene duplication. 
7The transparent transformations caused by reversal, parallelism and convergence 
will be explained in section 5. 
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Although statisticians are not familiar with minimal Steiner trees, they 
may have encountered minimal spanning trees as used by Friedman and 
Rafsky (1985) [26]. The relation between the two is well explained in Gard-
ner's wonderful chapter on Steiner trees (Chapter 22, Gardner 1997,[27]). 
In particular he explains how minimal spanning trees are good 'starting 
points' since in the plane for instance they can only be 13% longer than 
Steiner trees. 
As a combinatorial problem, the maximum parsimony tree is the prob-
lem of finding the Steiner points or Steiner tree for Hamming distance 
between the units, under the constraint that the tree be binary. 
The problem of finding a minimal Steiner tree is that of finding the 
Steiner points (representing ancestors) that minimize the complete length 
of the tree. Steiner points are points that are added to a graph so that its 
minimal spanning tree becomes shorter. 
The minimal Steiner tree problem is NP-hard, [23] meaning that no 
algorithm is known that will compute an optimal tree in polynomial time 
in the number of species N. 
Much work has been done to implement algorithms which do an ac-
ceptable job of finding approximate optimum trees, Swofford's PAUP [47], 
Felsenstein's Phylip [22], and Goloboff's NONA [28] all contain clever use 
of branch and bound techniques and branch swapping to find acceptable 
answers. No explicit analyses of the complexity of the algorithms involved 
have been published, but recent empirical tests show enormous progress in 
terms of CPU time, even for large (N=200) problems Goloboff (personal 
communication). 
Theoretical computer scientists on the other hand have produced many 
papers on methods to solve the problem, with detailed complexity analysis, 
but no code is available as yet. See in particular recent work by Erdos, Steel, 
Warnow, Szekely and Rice, (1996,1997) [15] [41] [16]. 
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Technically this is also a distance-based method, however biologists do 
not recognize it as such, as it is seen as completely non parametric. 
4.3.2. Parsimony as a Statistical Procedure. Felsenstein (1983) 
[2l]lists parsimony in a section entitled "non-statistical approaches". Far-
ris (1983) [19] says "statistical approach to phylogenetic inference was 
wrong from the start, for it rests on the idea that to study phylogeny 
at all one must first know in great detail how evolution has proceeded". 
Both these authors identify statistics with parametric modelling. This is 
unfortunate as it has led many clever cladists to stop reading the sta-
tistical literature, thus depriving them of many useful tools. Parsimony 
methods are well within the boundaries of non-parametric statistical pro-
cedures that have been developed over the last twenty years. Methods are 
no longer considered statistical only if they are justified by an underlying 
stochastic model. 
Many data-analytic procedures such as correspondence analysis, pro-
jection pursuit, neural nets, Classification and Regression Trees and mini-
mal spanning trees have proved that complex situations can be satisfacto-
rily understood by heuristic procedures before any theoretical framework 
supposing a probabilistic model justifies their properties.[9] 
On the other hand it can be an interesting challenge for theoretical 
statisticians to do for parsimony what Rubin and Anderson (1956) [1] did 
for factor analysis, that is find a model for which the heuristic method was 
providing the correct estimate. However I doubt from a practical point of 
view that this would be of any interest to those who use parsimony as their 
standard tree-building technique. 
4.4. Maximum Likelihood Trees. For a statistician this is the eas-
iest of the methods to understand. A parametric model ( B, T) is posulated, 
B is a 17-dimensional vector that we explain below and Tis the tree's topol-
ogy. Under this model the likelihood for each possible tree Tis separately 
computed for each character, the independence of characters then allows 
the total likelihood of the tree for all data to be computed by taking the 
product. 
The first part of the vector of parameters B comes from the substitution 
model as explained in section 4.1. The number of other parameters that 
have to be specified depends on the complexity of the model. If a molecular 
clock 8 is postulated, speciation times {t1, t2, ... tN-2} (splitting events) are 
the other parameters. Otherwise both the branch lengths { v1 , v2, ... VN-2 } 
and the different rates along those branches have to be parametrized. 
8 branch lengths in evolutionary change depend linearly on time 
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The substitution parameters are estimated from the data. A com-
plete model including distributions of separation events is postulated and 
the likelihood can be computed for each possible tree by computing the 
likelihood of the tree given each site X.j 
This actually requires computing the likelihood of all the subtrees, so the 
method is recursive. 
k 
.C(Bt,Bz, ... ,B11 IX.t,X.z, ... ,X.k,T) = ITf(X.jiB,T) 
j=l 
As the assumptions are essential, I present them here: 
1. Each site in the sequence evolves independently. 
2. Different lineages evolve independently. 
3. Each site undergoes substitution at an expected rate which is cho-
sen from a series of rates with a given distribution. 
Fancier versions of the procedure enable different sites to have different 
evolution rates. 
Many biologists won't use maximum likelihood because of the compu-
tational expense, each tree's likelihood computation is N P hard. This is a 
surprising exception to the usual rule that parametric methods are advan-
tageous by their lesser computational needs. Others don't use the MLE 
because there seems to be little evidence that the assumptions are actually 
realistic in real biological applications. 
5. Where does the trouble come from?. Here are a few details 
about the hurdles the tree making algorithms have to deal with. 
5.1. Homoplasy. A character change may become invisible through 
time, because there has been a reversal or backsubstitution for instance: 
A ----+ G ----+ A. 
There are also changes of exactly the same type that appear in different 
parts (clades) of the tree, giving a false impression of similarity, this is called 
parallelism. 
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Another variant is substitutions that occur in different clades but have 
the same results: 
A ~ ~ =:::: ; ==: ~ } these are called convergent substitutions. 
The effect on the resulting measurements of differences between units are 
the same: there is an error; units appear to be more similar than they 
would be if the complete history were known. Collectively these are called 
homoplasy. There are very clearly documented examples of these in Li 
(1997), [35], page 69-70. 
Parametric models that take homoplasy into account are the motiva-
tion for the 'modified evolutionary distance' computations. Whether they 
include 1 or 12 parameters they try to retrieve some of the variability 
lost through homoplasy. Some authors feel that this possibility of error-
correction in parametric methods is so essential that it justifies using such 
models even when they have not been proved to fit the actual phenomenon. 
Parsimony methods are sometimes limited to shorter stretches of time 
to limit the homoplasy; 'long branches' are undesirable in parsimony meth-
ods. 
5.2. Non-optimality of the solutions. As we saw in section 4, 
both maximum likelihood and parsimony provide only locally optimum 
trees, whatever their criteria, because the problems are computationally 
intractable. The clustering methods used on distance matrices are also 
only heuristic algorithms, not providing necessarily the global optimum. 
So even when the data are perfectly dependable, errors may persist 
because only a local optimum was obtained, or there may be several optima. 
Some authors repeat the analysis of the data, interchanging the order of 
their species, this makes the algorithm choose a different starting point, 
thus often resulting in a different solution. This appears as option jumble 
in Phylip for instance (see the examples in the appendix). 
5.3. Many possible trees, little data. When we have boiled down 
the patterns of different nuleotides, there are often less than 100 of them 
left, of which usually 80% or more are weak signals because they are sin-
gletons. So we have about 100 numbers, the frequencies of each of the 
patterns, from which to decide about 1020 possible trees, a difficult task. 
In more detail, although there may be k = 2000 characters available, most 
of these are usually uninformative sites. Even parametric methods that 
use them (parsimony doesn't) boil them down to 4-5 numbers: the number 
of columns of each type. For instance, in the Vi tis Vinifera example 
of section 1 there were 383 columns of amino-acids of which 187 were all 
monotypical columns, and when one takes out what biologists call single-
tons, (columns with all the same character but for one species) there were 
only 140 columns of data left. Now if the data are patterned, (the character 
which appears first is called '1', the next different '2', the third '3' and so 
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on, but one can continue, for an example see in the appendix), it can be 
summarized as a few frequencies, only a few of which are different from -fo. 
6. Evaluating the methods. Some statistical yardsticks such as 
consistency, efficiency, identifiability, robustness, computational speed, dis-
criminating ability, or versatility may help to compare the methods in an 
abstract way. 
A first suggestion that comes to mind is "Which method gives the true 
tree when we know the answer?" Unfortunately, I have only encountered 
one data set where the truth is known in my travels across the literature. 
That was for a phylogeny of a tiny organism the bacterophage T7 (Hillis 
et al. (1993) [31]) of which a small phylogeny was generated in laboratory 
conditions. The programs in the appendix show some of the results ob-
tained on this data for which parsimony seemed to work particularly well. 
As usual the statistician begs the biologists: Bring us more data!. 
6.1. Consistency. There have been studies of consistency of the es-
timator T in the classical statistical sense: when the number of characters 
increases to infinity do the trees provided by the estimators converge to the 
true tree? Under their own particular assumptions, all methods are con-
sistent. However this is insufficient unless these conditions can be checked. 
Chang (1996), [5], shows that maximum likelihood is inconsistent when 
the homogeneity assumption of identical distribution of substitution rates 
across characters is violated. Parsimony is inconsistent when some branch 
lengths are long enough to make 'hidden changes' or homoplasies likely. 
In fact, the justification of putting this into a classical statistical frame-
work is tricky. Because what is being said is that we should consider that 
characters can be independently sampled from some same distribution and 
then as the number of characters increases we want the estimator to con-
verge to the true tree. However, such increase in the observations is im-
possible, the genome is finite and as we sample more and more characters 
they are less and less independent see Sanderson (1995) [42]. 
Consistency is a quality that should not be considered fundamental. 
We never have infinite amounts of data after all, on the other hand, it 
would be most useful to know how long a sequence is necessary to attain 
a sufficient level of precision in distinguishing between possible trees, this 
has been named statistical power in part of the biological literature, in 
fact a more precise statistical term would be efficiency. 
6.2. Efficiency. Historically one could reason backwards and see why 
biologists have called this power, but as no specific testing framework is 
set up before the analysis, this term seems abusive here. 
In classical statistical terminology, efficiency measures how quickly a 
method converges to the correct solution as the data size increases, this 
would be a better term here. 
Much theoretical work remains to be done here. For maximum likeli-
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hood, classical estimates of efficiency are available, no such information is 
available for non parametric estimation methods. 
6.3. Robustness. Robustness measures the stability of the method 
when the data do not fulfill the necessary assumptions. Simulations can 
be used to test robustness with regards to specific departures from the 
assumptions. There have been some of these done by biologists. No theory 
is available, in particular the notion of influence function needs distances 
to be defined in both tree-space and data-space. Neither have been studied 
in this context. 
6.4. Identifiability. Making the maximum likelihood model more 
flexible to encompass more biological realism is blocked by the problem 
of non-identifiability. When both branch lengths and substitution rates are 
free to vary the model ceases to be identifiable, this is studied in Chang 
(1995)[6]. Too many parameters and too little data are the plight of phy-
logeny. This will only get worse as one starts to really study real biological 
data with all the dependency between characters included. 
7. Evaluating Phylogenies. Various questions that biologists need 
to answer after building a tree T from their data are: 
1. How sure am I that this clade exists? 
2. Can I be more confident in clade A than in clade B? 
3. If the data were slightly wrong( a bad alignment, a poor reading of 
the characters) , how far off would my tree be? 
4. How much support does this clade have from the data? 
These questions do not necessarily have to do with a precise stochastic 
setting as many authors have pointed out. For interesting reflexions on 
statistics in a non-stochastic setting see Freedman and Lane (1983) [24] 
and for a discussion of the foundation of the use of the bootstrap from the 
biological point of view see Sanderson (1995)[42]. 
7.1. The Bootstrap. To clarify some of the messy issues here I will 
try to develop a somewhat geometric analysis of the problem, this is more 
fully developed in Efron et al.[13]. 
I will suppose that the number of characters is fixed at k and the 
number of units or species is N. The data are k characters from an alphabet 
of length A (maybe A = 5, {A, G, C, T,-} or A = 21 amino acids + ?). 
The set of all possible columns of N species from an alphabet of size A is 
S = AN. Under the assumption that the columns of X are exchangeable, 
a data matrix X can be associated a unique ir , the vector of relative 
frequencies of each type of possible column. This is not an economic way 
of coding the data, the vector is of length S and is extremely sparse, but it 
is conceptually useful here. The tree-estimation process associates to this 
data vector ir an estimated tree T = £ ( ir ) , of interest are properties of 
the estimated trees T = £ ( 1T *) for neighboring ir *. 
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Estimation 
Non parametric bootstrapping is a way of creating a neighborhood 
of close, just as plausible frequencies it* by redistributing the k columns 
among all the observed columns. Looking at the associated trees gives one 
'neigboring trees'. Properties of the corresponding neigborhood of T are 
supposed to represent properties of the neighborhood of the true tree T. 
Estimation: £ 
We are interested in trees thatEate obtained as images of possible 
frequency vectors it*. The idea is to find out if for some it* "near" it , the 
tree T is different from T. 
For instance, in the second figure above, re~on R 3 is the set of all 
frequencies that would have given the same tree Ta. 
The above describes non-parametric bootstraooing, parametric boot-
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strapping is also a way of studying some aspects of the neighborhood of 
T. This is done by generating new 7r* vectors as simulated through the 
relevant stochastic model taking the tree and the necessary parameters to 
be those estiamted on the data set. Seq-gen, Rambaut (1995),[40] is one 
of the software packages available that enables such a study.(see appendix 
for an example of its use). 
Simulating data from a given tree and stochastic model has also been 
much used to try and experiment with the non-parametric bootstrap in 
the absence of necessary theory.(See for instance [8]or Berry and Gascuel 
(1994)). 
Another method for obtaining properties of the neighborhhod of the 
estimated tree is Bremer support, this obtains a neighborhood directly 
in tree space by relaxing the optimality criteria somewhat, so that for 
instance trees that are up 10 steps longer are also considered. Or, one 
could continue to relax optimality until a clade disappears. This was what 
Bremer (1988)[4] originally suggested. This gives a measure of the diameter 
of a neighborhood around T defined by contour lines of the function that 
is optimized. 
Once a set of neighboring trees has been generated, there are different 
ways of using them. Mostly one wants to summarize the properties of 
these neighborhoods in tree space, again an unsolved statistics problem. 
One approach is detailed in the following section: 
7.2. Summarizing several trees. The consensus tree is a notion 
which is quite useful when several trees have been obtained, either through 
a perturbation analysis such as bootstrapping, or just because there is not 
a unique optimal tree but several. One then needs to see how much the 
various trees concord. Two trees that agree are called congruent. Several 
propositions are available: 
• Majority rule consensus. 
• Strict consensus. 
• Quartets. 
• Compatible components. 
Phylip offers either of the first two. The first creates a tree where 
the clades are those that have a majority of trees in their favor. The 
second, strict consensus, only shows clades that have unanimous support 
are shown, others appear as 'unresolved'. Exemplary output from Phylip 
can be found in the appendix. 
Current preoccupations of biologists seem concentrated on how to split 
up the NP-hard problem of finding the optimum tree and recombine various 
partial solutions. One of the solutions proposed is to divide up the data at 
random in a cross-validation type procedure, and re-unite the trees with 
consensus methods. (This is called the parjack.) But certainly, more 
study is needed on combining trees. 
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Biologists exhibit bootstrap results by drawing a consensus tree. The 
number of times a given monophyletic group or clade appears on the tree 
is divided by the total number of trees simulated. This number is written 
along the branch of the consensus tree as an indication of how 'sure' one 
could be of the clade. In an abuse of nomenclature, it is called bootstrap 
support. 
Interpretation of such a usage is particularly difficult for anyone who 
has had enough training in probability to use probablity trees where the 
numbers along the branches are conditional probabilities. 
This method is so popular with certain schools of biologists that any 
paper exhibiting a tree without "bootstrap support" numbers on the bran-
ches is rejected. 
7.2.1. Of the use of p-values?. The bootstrap support is often 
assimilated to a p-value, the technical discussion of such an interpretation 
having already been given elsewhere [13]. Although one can ponder whether 
several p-values associated to a same tree with the same data set shouldn't 
worry about the multiple testing aspect, I will only raise a philosophical 
issue here. Don Ylvisaker pointed out during the workshop that it is be-
coming customary in court cases to ask statisticians to stand up in court 
and state their 'p-values' as evidence. This seems to have replaced the no-
tion of an expert. For recognizing fingerprints, the expert says whether the 
fingerprints were beyond the shadow of a doubt those of a certain person. 
Although tempting as it may be to quantify the 'beyond the shadow of a 
doubt' as a number (with eventually several decimal places of precision .... ) 
these p values are in fact meaningless. We know that only approximate 
answers are possible. 
7.2.2. Why can the bootstrap run into trouble?. The first time 
I saw the use of the bootstrap in this context, it seemed that the role of 
variables and observations had been reversed as compared to the tradi-
tional setup. This may create confusion for statisticians accustomed to 
data matrices with few columns (variables) and many observations (rows). 
Here are some other possible sources of error in bootstrapping: 
1. Discreteness of the underlying statistic: the tree is a discrete statis-
tic, for which no applicable theory exists for the use of the boot-
strap with reasonable amounts of data. Large deviations as de-
veloped by Newton (1996) [38] aie unfortunately unapplicable. 
Zharkih and Li (1995) [51] document a "partial bootstrap" that 
statisticians will recognize as a m-out-of-n bootstrap that attempts 
to fix the problems that the bootstrap encounters when the esti-
mated tree Tis close to several possible neighboring trees. 
2. The statistic THAT is based on a maximum. It is well-documented 
that bootstrapping doesn't work for the maximum. (Bickel and 
Freedman (1982)[3].) 
3. Overparametrization of the model compared to quantity of data 
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available. In multivariate regression for example, the bootstrap 
fails completely when the number of variables (and so parameters) 
becomes of an order of the number of observations. Several papers 
by Freedman and Peters[25] document this carefully. Another well 
explained example can be found Estimation of CART Bias (see 
Breiman,Friedman,Olshen,Stone 1984) who explain the magical1-
~ factor also discovered by Harshman (1994). 
4. Non-independence of observations: The closer we want the model 
to adhere to real data, the more one sees that the characters are not 
independent. The codons (triplets of DNA) have to be dependent 
as there are only certain ones that are possible, those that code for 
certain amino-acids. There is also well documented secondary 
structure 9 across the sequences which is also evidence against 
independence. The columns could be considered conditionnally 
independent given the tree, but I have not found any literature 
explaining this different assumption. It seems that the dependence 
structure is precisely what one is trying to find in the tree structure. 
Statisticians will recognise here a wonderful field of application for 
methods of inference more precisely tailored for dependent data, 
that is, block-bootstrapping, Markov Chains, etc .. 
5. Non identity of the distribution at different states. 
J,.,;shil : 
;di~'~'j : ~~i:.:.:; ...... !-..-.. .. : 
Any graphical display such as above drawn with dnaview Char-
nomordic and Holmes (1997) [7] shows that there are regions where 
9 The sequences fold and parts react together to perform certain functions. 
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there are many changes and other more stable regions. This spatial 
dependency should be integrated into the bootstrap. 
7.3. Probability distribution on trees. A statistician considering 
the inferential part of the analysis of trees would characterise how close we 
believe the estimate to be to the true tree by using sampling theory. This 
builds on a probability distribution on the space of all trees. 
The difficult aspect of this problem is that there are exponentially 
many possible trees that the parameter can take on. The classical non 
parametric approach to this would be to put a multinomial probability 
model on the whole set of trees, this would have dimension d ,....., N N, N 
being the number of species. It could be possible to use a different para-
metric approach than the substitution model, using prior knowledge on the 
species' relations or the tree's form. The use of the outgroup strategy ex-
plained above is a special case of this. For instance one could use functions 
such as the depth of the tree, the number of two-leaved clades, the balance 
of the tree etc, and create exponential families through these. The more 
the parameters, the closer we can come to nonparametric models while 
keeping a hold on the overall structure of the tree. 
Seen this way we can understand that as the maximum likelihood 
method puts a low dimensional surface through this high dimensional space, 
its chances of finding a tree 'near' the true tree may be quite low. 
The notion of a tree that is near the true tree has not been discussed 
here or very much in any of the biological literature. Waterman and Smith 
define the NNI metric which is at the basis of the 'elementary steps' that 
Pearl, Doss, Li [36] use in their Gibbs sampler for generating posterior 
distributions on tree space. The 'branch swapping' methods used both in 
PAUP[47] and NONA [28] also use these elementary steps to explore parts 
of tree-space searching for optimal trees. We refer the interested reader 
to Diaconis and Holmes,[lO] for reviews of possible distances on trees and 
random walks on the space of trees that have various desirable properties. 
Defining a distance on trees is useful for random walk on trees type 
approaches and approximation algorithms, it would also make sense to look 
for trees that are suboptimal, but close to interpretable trees. 
The Bayesian approach advocated and carried through by Doss, Pearl 
and Li (1996) and Mau, Newton and Larget (1996) defines parametric 
priors on the space of trees, and then computes the posterior distribution 
on the same subset of the set of all trees. These enables precise confidence 
statements in a Bayesian sense. 
8. Exploratory indices. For a statistician starting an analysis of 
aligned molecular data on N species, a first question might be about the 
relevance of building a tree, or how far the data lie from a 'reasonable tree'. 
That is basically how tree-like are the data? Of course given complete 
freedom, we can always build a tree that obeys certain rules and connects 
the species. 
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Each of the different tree-building contexts, parametric, semi para-
metric and non parametric can be submitted to such an evaluation in a 
coherent way. We follow previous work from Sattvah and Tversky (1977) 
[44] who study trees as compared to planar multidimensional scaling in 
the reconstruction of distances for the use of hierarchical clustering for 
psychological data. 
We suggest the following indices of treelike-ness. 
For d( i, j) the distance as measured by the distance matrix be teen 
units i and j and dy-(i,j) the distance as measured along the tree. 
STRESS=" id(i,j)- dy-(i,j)l 
~ 'Ld(i,j) 
This measures how well the tree reconstructs all the distances. 
Indices of Tree-Likeness using Parsimony 
Measures of how tree-like the data are include the consistency index, 
a measure used by parsimony-tree builders. It is defined as the ratio of the 
minimum number of steps a tree with k characters and N species would 
need, divided by the actual number of steps needed. Thus this index is 
always between 0 and 1. 
Measures of tree-likeness provide size estimates for what could be con-
sidered a reasonable neighborhood within which to search for an inter-
pretable tree. Again, there is much to do here. 
9. Conclusions. There are suggestions that statistical theory can 
make to help biologists: 
• Evaluation of the sources of error, character error could be made 
by finding how far the data are from being tree-like, this could 
indicate what size the neighborhood of possible trees is. Here I have 
used notions of distance both in the data space and the tree-space 
without defining them, this should be a first step for theory. [10] 
• Verification of assumptions and quantification of notions of robust-
ness should go hand in hand. 
• Coherence of methods for each part of the analysis: If there is 
an underlying model used in the alignment procedure then the 
same should be employed throughout the tree making process and 
the validation. For instance a 2 parameter mutation model used to 
align sequences should force a distance based method using Kimura 
distances and then parametric bootstrapping using this parametric 
model and software such as Seq-gen [40] with the same estimators. 
On the other hand if the method is non parametric, alignment will 
probably be better done either by hand in an exploratory fashion 
or at least without a parametric model, validation methods can 
include non parametric bootstrapping, although if independence 
between the branches is not assumed there is no meaning to creat-
ing bootstrap numbers along the branches representing averages, 
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it would seem more correct to give the more frequently obtained 
trees, with their probabilities. 
• Monte-Carlo Markov chains for generating other distributions on 
tree space than parametric ones. 
• This is a high dimensional problem, curse of dimensionality tells us 
there is NO reason to melt it down to just a planar representation 
with numbers along the branches without more ado ..... 
On the other hand there is much to be learnt from the clever algorithms 
that are being developed by cladists to attack this complex problem, for 
instance the successive weighting algorithm [17] could be transposed into a 
statistical framework for regression. What the procedure does is reweight 
the characters after the first tree is found, downweighting those that are 
discordant with it, and then repeating this until an optimal tree is found. 
This is like an iterated reweigh ted least-squares method. Goloboff( 1997) [29] 
has proposed a less computer intensive version of this that creates the 
weights once only, and assigns an overall cost to each tree taking the weights 
into account. This is like downweighting least-squares method. 
Those who have run simulation studies on parsimony, the bootstrap 
and consensus methods have rediscovered the bootstrap's propensity to 
correct bias (see Efron and Tibshirani (1993)[14]). Thus combining many 
bootstrap data sets and then taking a consensus tree has been empirically 
shown to produce a better estimate than just a one-pass parsimony opti-
mization. (see [16] and Berry and Gascuel[2]). 
Serious statistical considerations have also led to many other rediscov-
eries such as that of Zharkikh and Li (1995) [51] who have rediscovered the 
merits of them- au- of- n bootstrap in the multiple decision context 
that occurs when there are more than two trees that are plausible given 
the data. 
Certainly I feel that the two fields would gain in more interdisciplinary 
work. 
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APPENDIX 
Examples of analysis for T7 I have used two data sets for my examples, 
the T7 data experimentally generated phylogeny, Hillis et al. (1992)[31] for 
which the parsimony program will be seen to produce the correct answer. 
Here is the data set( in phylip form) the informative sites: 
R 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
p 
Q 
9 21 
C C G C C G G C C G G C C A G C G G G G T 
C C C C G T A C C G G T C A A C G G G G T 
T C C C G C A C C G A T C A A T G G G G G 
T C C C G C A C C G A T C A A T G G G G G 
C T C C G T A C C G G T C A A C G G G G T 
C C T T A C G T T A G C T G G C A A A A T 
C T C C G C G C T G G C C G G C A G A A T 
C C C C A C G C T G G C C G G C A G A A T 
C C T T A C G T T A G C T G G C A A A A T 
If the data set is put into a file called infile it will automatically be processed 
by any phylip program that is called, otherwise if there is no current 
infile,phylip will ask for a file name. 
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Parsimony Tree. This is part the output from the phylip command 
dnapars: 
One most parsimonious tree found: 
+--------0 
+-----------6 
+--5 
+-----P 
+--7 
+--Q 
+--8 
+--N 
+--L 
+-----3 
+--K 
--1 +-----------2 
+--M 
+-----4 
+--J 
+-----------------------R 
remember: this is an unrooted tree! 
requires a total of 25.000 
steps in each site: 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
*-----------------------------------------
0! 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 
10! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
20! 1 1 
The output file called treefile contains the following line: 
(((O,(P,(Q,N))),((L,K),(M,J))),R); 
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Maximum Likelihood Trees: Output from phylip program dnaml: 
Nucleic acid sequence Max. Likelihood,vers. 3.572c 
Empirical Base Frequencies: 
A 0.17989 G 0.31217 
C 0.34392 T(U) 0.16402 
Transition/transversion ratio = 2.000000 
(Transition/transversion parameter= 1.719971) 
+0 
+-----------------5 
+--1 
+P 
+--6 
+Q 
+---------7 
+--3 +N 
+M 
+L 
+--------2 
--4-J +K 
+------------R 
(although rooted by outgroup)this is an unrooted tree! 
Ln Likelihood = -106.33306 
Likelihood Tree Test Results 
Examined 141 trees 
Betveen And Length Approx. Confidence Limits 
4 3 0.00006 ( zero, 0.12342) 
3 1 0.04974 ( zero, 0.14859) 
1 5 0.58419 ( 0.13259, 1.04087) 
5 0 0.00003 ( zero, 0.15103) 
5 6 0.10445 ( zero, 0.25379) 
6 p 0.00003 ( zero, 0.13875) 
6 7 0.32753 ( 0.04132, 0.61636) 
7 Q 0.00003 ( zero, infinity) 
7 N 0.00006 ( zero, infinity) 
1 M 0.00003 ( zero, 0.12446) 
3 2 0.29721 ( 0.01336, 0.58362) 
2 L 0.00006 ( zero, infinity) 
2 K 0.00006 ( zero, infinity) 
4 J 0.00003 ( zero, infinity) 
4 R 0.43553 ( 0.03279, 0.84201) 
* = significantly positive, P < 0.05 
** = significantly positive, P < 0.01 
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** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
How tree-like were the data?. Here is the distance measured as by 
Jukes -Cantor distance between the bacteriophage species: 
R 0 4 8 8 5 11 6 6 11 
J 4 0 3 3 0 12 6 6 12 
K 8 3 0 0 4 15 10 10 15 
L 8 3 0 0 4 15 10 10 15 
M 5 0 4 4 0 13 6 7 13 
N 11 12 15 15 13 0 5 3 0 
0 6 6 10 10 6 5 0 1 5 
p 6 6 10 10 7 3 1 0 3 
Q 11 12 15 15 13 0 5 3 0 
[' 1] [ ,2] [ ,3] [ ,4] [,5] [, 6] [, 7] [ ,8] [ '9] 
[1,] 0 5 10 10 6 14 8 7 14 
[2,] 5 0 4 4 1 15 8 8 15 
[3 ,] 10 4 0 0 4 19 12 12 19 
[4,] 10 4 0 0 4 19 12 12 19 
[5 ,] 6 1 4 4 0 16 7 9 16 
[6 ,] 14 15 19 19 16 0 6 4 0 
[7 ,] 8 8 12 12 7 6 0 1 6 
[8 ,] 7 8 12 12 9 4 1 0 4 
[9 ,] 14 15 19 19 16 0 6 4 0 
as compared to the distances along the branches: 
[' 1] [ ,2] [ ,3] [ ,4] [ ,5] [' 6] [, 7] [,8] [ ,9] 
[1,] 0 7 10 10 8 15 9 9 15 
[2 ,] 7 0 5 5 1 16 10 10 16 
[3 ,] 10 5 0 0 5 19 13 13 19 
[4 ,] 10 5 0 0 5 19 13 13 19 
[5 ,] 8 1 5 5 0 16 11 11 16 
[6 ,] 15 16 19 19 16 0 8 6 0 
[7 ,] 9 10 13 13 11 8 0 2 8 
[8 ,] 9 10 13 13 11 6 2 0 6 
[9 ,] 15 16 19 19 16 0 8 6 0 
For which the stress was: 
> sqrt( sum((d7a-d72f)-2)/sum(d72f-2)) 
[1] 0.1205607 
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Parametric Bootstrap generation of sequences. Suppose we had 
the treefile from a previous phylip output, the generation of sequences 
is done using Seq-gen [40] by : 
seq-gen -mHKY -t3.0 -127 -n100 < treefile > example.T7 
For which the output looks like: 
Sequence Generator- seq-gen, Version 1.04 
(c) Copyright, 1996 Andrew Rambaut and Nick Grassly 
Department of Zoology, University of Oxford 
South Parks Road, Oxford OX1 3PS, U.K. 
Simulating 11 taxa, 27 bases 
for 1 tree(s) with 100 dataset(s) per tree 
Branch lengths assumed to be number of substitutions 
per site 
Rate homogeneity of sites. 
Model=HKY 
transition/transversion ratio = 3 (kappa=6) 
frequencies = A:0.25 C:0.25 G:0.25 T:0.25 
0%1 ____________________ 1100% 
[ .................... ] 
Time taken: 0.12 seconds 
The data file example.T7 generated looks like this: 
11 27 
Pfa4 CCGACCTCCAAGATTCGCTATGACAAT 
Pvi10 CCGACCTCCAAGATTCGCTATGACAAT 
Pcy9 CCGACCTCCAAGATTCGCTATGACAAT 
Pkn8 CCGACCTCCAAGATTCGCTATGACAAT 
Pfr7 CCGACCTCCAAGATTCGCTATGACAAT 
Pbe5 CCGACCTCCAAGATTCGCTATGACAAT 
Pma3 CCGACCTCCAAGATTCGCTATGACAAT 
Pga11 CCGACCTCCAAGATTCGCTATGACAAT 
Plo6 CCGACCTCCAAGATTCGCTATGACAAT 
Pme2 CCGACCTCCAAGATTCGCTATGACAAT 
Pre1 CCGACCTCCAAGATTCGCTATGACAAT 
11 27 
Pfa4 ATGGTAGCGGATAACTGACTTCATCGA 
Pvi10 ATGGTAGCGGATAACTGACTTCATCGA 
Pcy9 ATGGTAGCGGATAACTGACTTCATCGA 
Pkn8 ATGGTAGCGGATAACTGACTTCATCGA 
Pfr7 ATGGTAGCGGATAACTGACTTCATCGA 
Pma3 ATGGTAGCGGATAA ......... etc 
31 
This file example.T7 was then submitted to the phylip program dna-
pars with the option multiple data sets indicating that there were 100 data 
sets to analyze, the output from this looked like this: 
((R,(((((M,K),L),N),Q),(J,P))),0)[0.0100]; 
((R,(((((M,K),L),N),(J,Q)),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
((R,(((((M,K),L),(J,N)),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
((R,(((((M,K),(J,L)),N),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
((R,(((((M,(J,K)),L),N),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
(((((((J,M),(R,K)),L),N),Q),P),0)[0.0100]; 
(((((((J,(R,M)),K),L),N),Q),P),0)[0.0100]; 
((((((((R,J),M),K),L),N),Q),P),0)[0.0100]; 
((R,((((((J,M),K),L),N),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
((((~((R,(J,M)),K),L),N),Q),P),0)[0.0100]; 
(((R,J),(((((M,K),L),N),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
((J,(R,(((((M,K),L),N),Q),P))),0)[0.0100]; 
((R,(J,(((((M,K),L),N),Q),P))),0)[0.0100]; 
((R,((J,((((M,K),L),N),Q)),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
((R,(((J,(((M,K),L),N)),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
((R,((((J,((M,K),L)),N),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
((R,(((((J,(M,K)),L),N),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
(((J,(R,M)),((((K,L),N),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
((((R,J),M),((((K,L),N),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
(((R,(J,M)),((((K,L),N),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
((M,((R,J),((((K,L),N),Q),P))),0)[0.0100]; 
(((R,J),(M,((((K,L),N),Q),P))),0)[0.0100]; 
(((R,J),((M,(((K,L),N),Q)),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
(((R,J),(((M,((K,L),N)),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
(((R,J),((((M,(K,L)),N),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
(((R,(M,(J,K))),(((L,N),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
((((J,M),(R,K)),(((L,N),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
(((R,((J,M),K)),(((L,N),Q),P)),0)[0.0100]; 
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Putting trees together: consensus 
These trees are usually summarized by programs like phylip's consense. 
This has an output tree that looks like this: 
Majority-rule and strict consensus tree program, 
version 3.572c 
CONSENSUS TREE: 
the numbers at the forks indicate the number 
of times the group consisting of the species 
which are to the right of that fork occurred 
among the trees, out of 100.00 trees 
+----L 
+-22.0 
+-22.0 +----K 
+-22.0 +---------M 
+100.0 
+--------------N 
+----0 
+-22.0 
+-22.0 +----R 
+-22.0 +---------J 
+--------------P 
+------------------------Q 
remember: this is an unrooted tree! 
33 
Proof of sparsity of the data. Here are all the possible 'boilt down 
patterns in the Vi tis Vinifera data: 
111111111111111111111 111111111111111111121 111111111111111112111 111111111111111121111 
= n • 
111111111111111211111 111111111111111213111 111111111111121111112 111111111111121112112 
I 
111111111111231111113 111111111112111111211 111111111112111118211 111111111121111111131 
I 3 I 
111111111121211111111 111111111121211111131 111111111122111121222 111111111211111111111 
• 111111111211111112111 111111111211111113111 111111111211111133111 111111111211111211111 
I I 
111111111211111331111 111111111221111111111 111111111221211322111 111111111221221112112 
I 
111111111223121314362 111111111231311241111 111111111234311141441 111111112111111111111 
1 1 1 s 
111111112111111112111 111111112111111113111 111111112112111113221 111111112345141141614 
I I I 
111111121111111111111 111111121111111112111 111111121131311111111 111111123416141411114 
I I 
111111211111111113111 111111231112111111111 111112111111111111111 111112113111111111111 
I I I 
111112113211111114111 111112211331321111132 111121111111111111111 111121111111111211111 
1 10 2 
111121111112111111211 111121111112321131212 111121111113111111311 111121111311111111111 
I I I 
111121112111111111111 111121112111111311111 111121113311111141111 111121132121211121121 
I 
111122111111131113113 111122211111121111112 111122211112111113211 111122211311121211111 
I I 
111122211333321146362 111122212121211111111 111122212131321111111 111123111111111114111 
I I 
111211111111112111111 111211111113131111333 11121111342321244.4311 111211121333321113332 
2 1 
111211123221211221111 1112122134.11111114116 111221111111121111112 112111111111111111111 
I 2 
112111111112111113221 112111111121211111113 112111111122211111221 112111111311111111111 
I I 
112111132221211212111 112112112111111111111 112112212112111112221 112113212111111114111 
I I 1 
112122212111111111111 112122212111111112111 112122212113121112382 112122212131311111111 
I I I 
112122212221221212122 112131112222211122231 112133312113311121321 112222222111111111111 
I 
112222222221222212112 121111111111112111111 121111111111121112112 121132222122222111242 
I I 1 
121211111111112131112 121211121111111111111 121211121111112111111 121211121221211221121 
I I 1 
121211121222212211211 121211121222222222222 121211123121312111111 121211131111112114111 
I I 
1212133212141121124.11 121222221112122112222 121231122222222222222 122211111111112111111 
1 1 1 1 
122211121222222222222 122211122222222222222 122212222111112111111 122212232122222222222 
I 
122221122122212312211 122222222111113111111 122222222111122113112 122222222112112121211 
I I 
122222222113112111311 122222222121212122111 122222222122222222222 122222222222212112222 
I I I 
122222222222212121221 122222222222222222212 122222222222222222222 122222222222222223234 
1 1 1 1 
122222222223222233332 122222222346463466546 122222223442622162222 122222223464242426424 
I I I 
122222322421242442144 122232222222222222222 122232222322332333223 122233322121212214111 
I I I 
1222333224.11122141112 122234.422326262633666 122322222111112124111 122322222111122111112 
I I 
123211121441412421111 123211123222222232222 123233323114112664411 123233323342432626223 
I I I 
123242222312112112231 1232444444.444.1214444.1 12324662464443278244.3 123333322111412112111 
I 1 
123333343662613243261 123343333166663165665 123433363126222226662 123444436338362736616 
I 1 I 
123462221211122622112 
I 
34 
A Consensus Bootstrap Tree. . 
+----Tre 
+-100.0 
+-48.3 +----Psa 
+-37.6 +---------Ath 
+-32.1 +--------------Pde 
+-19.0 +-------------------Phy 
+----Pta 
+-49.7 +----------------61.7 
+-100 0 
+----Fan 
+-----------------------------VVi 
+--------------Osa2 
+-54.2 +----Hvu3 
+-82.7 
+-84.3 +----rae 
+-100.0 
+---------Hvu2 
+-------------------Zma2 
+------100.0 
+----Pgl 
+-45.4 
+-75.4 +----Hvu1 
+------95.5 +---------Zma1 
+--------------Osa1 
+---------------------------------------Stu 
remember: this is an unrooted tree! 
35 
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